For H.264/AVC decoder system, the motion compensation bandwidth comes from two parts, the reference data loading bandwidth and the equivalent bandwidth from DRAM access overhead latency. In this paper, a bandwidth-efficient cachebased MC architecture is proposed. It exploits both intra-MB and inter-MB data reuse and reduce up to 46% MC bandwidth compared to conventional scheme. To reduce the equivalent bandwidth from DRAM access overhead latency, the DRAMfriendly data mapping and access control scheme are proposed. They can reduce averagely 89.8% of equivalent DRAM access overhead bandwidth. The average MC burst length can be improved to 9.59 words/burst. The total bandwidth reduction can be up to 32~71% compared to previous works.
INTRODUCTION
H.264/AVC is the advance video coding standard developed by the ITU-T -ISO/IEC Joint Video Team (JVT). H.264/AVC provide several new coding tools including sub-pixel inter prediction, variable block size (VBS) motion compensation, and it can save about 25-45% bit-rate compared with MPEG-4 standard. Unfortunately, in order to support these new coding tools, it requires huge memory bandwidth to fetch reference pixels for motion compensation (MC). For H.264/AVC decoder system, based on our simulation, the MC will take up to 75~83% memory bandwidth without applying any MC bandwidth reduction technique.
Several techniques have been proposed to reduce MC bandwidth requirement in H.264 decoder system. They can be classified into two directions. One is to reduce MC data loading bandwidth, and the other is to reduce the DRAM access latency. Tsai proposes an interpolation window reuse (IWR) scheme that load reference data according to macro-block (MB) type [1] . This data reuse scheme can reuse overlapped reference data in the same partition. But the performance is limited when the motion vectors (MV) of neighboring blocks are different. Li utilizes a cache scheme to further reduce the memory bandwidth [2] . However, its architecture can only support Pframe coding and cannot reuse overlapped data across MB boundary. The other direction is to reduce the equivalent bandwidth from DRAM access overhead latency. Zhu proposes a data arrangement and memory mapping method for MC in [3] and a DRAM command out-of-order techniques that can efficiently reduce the DRAM access latency in [4] . In this paper, we propose a bandwidth-efficient cachebased MC architecture and DRAM-friendly data access control for H.264/AVC decoding system. This cache-based MC architecture can reuse overlapped data across different block partition and MB boundary. The DRAM-friendly data access can efficiently reduce the row precharge/active frequency and access latency of DRAM.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, the design challenges of H.264 motion compensation are illustrated. Section 3 presents the proposed cache-based MC architecture and DRAM-friendly data access scheme. Simulation result and comparison are shown in Sec. 4. Finally, Sec. 5 concludes this paper.
DESIGN CHALLENGES OF H.264/AVC MOTION COMPENSATION
For H.264 motion compensation, the bandwidth comes from two parts. They are the reference data loading bandwidth and its equivalent bandwidth from DRAM access overhead latency. In H.264, it adopts the 6-tap sub-pixel interpolation filter to support luma sub-pixel MC. Therefore, interpolation of an X Y luma sub-pixel block requires (X+5) (Y+5) integer pixels as shown in Fig.1(a) . Under this constraint, the bandwidth of loading reference frame data becomes a main design challenge in H.264 decoding system. Fortunately, there are overlapped regions between neighboring blocks. IWR data reuse scheme was [1] proposed to reduce data access for the overlapped data in the same block partition as shown in Fig.1 
Cache-based Motion Compensation Architecture
In order to save memory bandwidth for MC, a cache-based data reuse strategy is proposed. The data fetch pattern is based on MB partition like IWR data reuse scheme, but it will check whether the target data are in the cache ahead of accessing the DRAM. In our MC architecture, the loaded data are stored in the cache banks, unlike traditional MC architectures which store data in the temporary buffer. The cache system allows the neigh-boring blocks which are in different block partition or in different MB, to achieve intra-MB and inter-MB overlapped data reuse. In our MC architecture, the N-way associative cache architecture is adopted.
proposes a cache architecture to reuse intra-MB overlapped data in different block partition as shown in Fig.1(c) , but it cannot exploit the data reuse for inter-MB data overlapped as shown in Fig.1.(d) . Hence a bandwidth-efficient MC architecture that can achieve both intra-MB data reuse and inter-MB data reuse is necessary for H.264 decoder system.
Data mapping in proposed cache organization
In our proposed cache architecture, it adopts 2-D data mapping method as shown in Fig.3 . The reference frame data are partitioned into 16 16 blocks and data in a 16 16 block can be partitioned into 16 cache line. A cache line consists of two cache words and each cache line can be mapped into an unique cache bank according to its position within a 16 16 block. The size of a cache word is equivalent to the external memory bus width, which is 64-bits. In the N-way associative cache architecture, a cache bank contains N cache lines.
The other design challenge is the equivalent bandwidth of DRAM access overhead latency. In modern DRAM architecture, a DRAM is composed of several rows and each row is capable of storing 1~8Kbyte data. However, a 1920 1080 frame needs 2MB data storage, and it must be distributed into several hundreds of rows. In DRAM access behavior, if the target access data are in an un-active row, the DRAM needs time to precharge and active the target data row. Hence it may result in a lot of extra overhead cycles if the DRAM needs to precharge/active different rows frequently. The overhead cycles from access latency can be represented as equivalent latency bandwidth. The memory mapping affects the row precharge/active frequency deeply. Zhu [3] proposes a memory mapping method for MC as shown in Fig.2 , which will be discussed in Sec.3. However, it still has some cases that need to access data across row boundary in this memory mapping. How to minimize the row precharge/active frequency and hide the access latency is another important issue for MC architecture.
Cache system architecture for motion compensation
The cache size affects bandwidth reduction performance a lot. Base on the proposed cache organization and data mapping, the cache size is proportional to the number of cache lines in a cache bank. A cache system with larger cache size has better bandwidth reduction because it contains more data for data reuse. To find the best trade-off point between cache size and performance, we evaluate the bandwidth reduction performance versus N as shown in Fig.4 . Notice that the bandwidth reduction result is compared with IWR data reuse scheme. According to this figure, the 6-way cache system is adopted in our MC architecture because N=6 is a good trade-off point.
PROPOSED MOTION COMPENSATION ARCHITECTURE AND DATA ACCESS SCHEME
The proposed 6-way cache system architecture is shown in Fig.5 . The proposed cache system has 16 cache banks and each cache bank has 6 cache lines. One cache line represents 16 pixels data which are stored in a SRAM set of four on-chip SRAM. Each cache line has four tag registers to store the information of these 16 pixels data, which are lock control (Lock), reference frame index (RefIdx), x-position (X-tag), and y-position (Y-tag). Lock is a one-bit signal which represents the To alleviate the MC bandwidth requirement, a cache-based MC architecture with DRAM-friendly access control is proposed. The cache-based MC architecture can reduce MC data loading bandwidth significantly and the DRAM-friendly access control can reduce the precharge/active frequency and hide the access latency. availability of data for replacement. If the cache line data has not been used for interpolation, the Lock signal is set as 1 and indicates that the cache line should not be replaced for storing new cache line. As long as the cache line data has been used for interpolation, the Lock signal is set as 0. RefIdx indicates the reference frame's index. This 4-bits signal is capable of representing LIST_0 and LIST_1 two lists for B-frame, and each list can support up to five reference frames. In proposed cache system, it uses relative position to record the cache line data's location instead of absolute position. The two dimensional relative coordinates of each cache line can be split into tag part and offset part as shown in Fig.6(a) . These tags can support 512 search range which is sufficient for high definition video. Because it uses relative coordinates, the tag data must be updated while decoding next MB or next frame as shown in Fig.6(b) . For area efficiency consideration, we group two cache words in one cache line as described in Sec.3.1.1. Two cache words which are in the same cache line can share the tag registers and 50% tag memory can be saved. The FIFO replacement policy is used in the proposed cache system. If the cache bank is full and the new data want to store in this bank, the oldest cache line will be replaced as long as its Lock is not 1. 
DRAM-friendly Data Mapping and Access Control
To alleviate the equivalent overhead bandwidth caused by DRAM row precharge/active, two design methodologies can be applied. One is to reduce the precharge/active frequency and the other is to hide the access latency. A DRAM data mapping method that suitable for MC has been proposed by Zhu [3] as shown in Fig.2 . However, it still has some cases that need to precharge/active operation when the target data are distributed in different rows, like the case B, C, and D in Fig.2 . In case B, the MC access data are crossing two vertical neighboring rows, and they're crossing two horizontal neighboring rows in case C. In conventional access pattern which is in raster scan, only one precharge /active command is needed in case B as shown in Fig.7(a) . However, in case C, it needs to precharge and active rows several times as shown in Fig.7(b) . This situation will occur in case D, too. To reduce the precharge/active frequency in case C and D, we proposed an access pattern reordered scheme to alleviate the DRAM access overhead. As shown in Fig.7(c) , the MC controller adjusts the access order when the access pattern encounters row boundaries. The controller will change the access order to load reference data in the same row first and then to load the data in different row later. The access pattern for case D is shown in Fig.7(d) . The proposed access pattern reordered scheme can reduce 79~85% precharge/active frequency for MC compensation.
To further reduce the DRAM access overhead, the DRAM command out-of-order technique [4] is adopted as shown in Fig.8 . The precharge and active commands will be taken forwa rd in advance to hide the precharge/active latency cycles. By applying these two techniques, the average equivalent latency bandwidth can be reduced 89.8%.
The average burst length is another important index in MC design. According to our observation, the shapes of data access pattern in proposed cache-based MC are usually tall rectangle, like the region-A in Fig.1 . Besides, the shape for a basic memory word in DRAM is flat rectangle and it limits the average burst length for 2-D block MC data loading in conventional horizontal addressing data mapping. Therefore, we proposed a vertical addressing data mapping method that maps the reference frame data in vertical direction as shown in Fig.9(a) . The data access pattern of case B and case C in Fig.2 are modified as shown in Fig.9 (b) . This data mapping method can improve the average burst length from 2.28 to 9.59 words/burst.
RESULTS AND COMPARISON
To evaluate the performance of proposed bandwidth reduction methods, we modify the H.264/AVC scalable extension reference software JSVM 9.14 for simulating the MC memory access. In our simulation environment, the external DRAMs are Micron MT48LC4M32B2 [5] , and our target operating frequency is 166 MHz. The latency for a precharge/active command is 60ns and is equivalent to 10 clock cycles in our simulation environment. Three different size sequences are simulated, which are CIF, 720pHD, and 1080pHD sequences. The target bitrates are 768kbps, 6Mbps and 16Mbps respectively. Fig.10 shows the simulation result of our proposed techniques in 1080p HD Pedestrian_area sequence. From this figure, the proposed case-base data reuse scheme can exploit intra-MB and inter-MB data reuse and thus reduces 35.6% of MC data loading bandwidth. Besides, it saves 45.7% DRAM access latency bandwidth because of reduced data loading access. To further reduce DRAM access overhead equivalent band-width, the proposed access pattern reordered scheme can reduce 70.3% equivalent bandwidth. With DRAM command out-of-order technique, the equivalent bandwidth can be further reduced 33.7%. By applying vertical addressing mapping, the burst length can be improved from 2.28 to 9.59 words/burst. Table 1 shows the performance result of more different sequence. Table 2 shows the comparison of the proposed scheme and previous works. We implement the previous works [1] [2] [6] in our evaluation environment according to their published papers. Our proposed scheme has 29~71% total MC bandwidth reduction.
The implementation of cache-based MC hardware architecture is designed with Verilog HDL and synthesized with UMC 90-nm technology. The total gate count is 72.3k and 1.5kB single port SRAM.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a bandwidth-efficient cache-based MC architecture for H.264/AVC decoding system. The cachebased MC architecture exploits both intra-MB and inter-MB data reuse and has up to 46% MC bandwidth reduction compared to conventional IWR data reuse scheme. Besides, the DRAM-friendly data mapping and access control scheme are proposed to reduce the equivalent bandwidth from DRAM access overhead. They can reduce averagely 89.8% of DRAM access overhead equivalent bandwidth. The MC average burst length can be improved to 9.59 words/burst. The total bandwidth reduction can be up to 32~71% compared to previous works. 
